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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

Petition of the Florida Division of 
Chesapeake Utilities Corporation for ) Docket No. 
Approval of Transportation Service ) 
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Cost Recovery Factors ) Filed: August 18, 2008 

PETITION FOR APPROVAL OF 
TRANSPORTATION COST RECOVERY FACTORS 

The Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation (the Company), by and through 

its undersigned counsel, hereby petitions the Florida Public Service Commission (the 

Commission) for approval of certain transportation service cost recovery factors and the 

tariff changes in connection therewith, and in support hereof states as follows. 

1. The name and address of the petitioner is: 

Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 
Florida Division 
P.O. Box 960 
Winter Haven, FL 33882 

The name, address, and telephone and fax numbers of the person authorized to 

receive notices and communications with respect to this petition is: 

Beth Keating 
Of Counsel 
Akerman Senterfitt 
106 East College Avenue, Suite 1200 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
(850) 224-9634 (telephone) 
(850) 222-0103 (fax) 

Attorneys for Petitioner 
The Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 

The Company is a natural gas distribution utility subject to the regulatory 

jurisdiction of this Commission as prescribed in Chapter 366, Florida Statutes. 

Its substantial interests will be affected by the Commission's disposition of this 

petition in that the Company's ability to recover certain costs related to the 
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implementation of Phase Two of its Transitional Transportation Service (TTS) 

Program, under terms and conditions agreeable to the Company, will be thereby 

determined. 

3. The Commission has jurisdiction to grant the relief requested pursuant to 

Sections 366.04, 366.05, 366.06, and 366.075, Florida Statutes. 

HISTORIC BACKGROUND 

4. On April 4, 2000, the Commission adopted Rule 25-7.0335, F.A.C., requiring 

each local distribution company to offer gas transportation service to all non- 

residential customers. The rule further provided that each LDC “may offer the 

transportation of natural gas to residential customers when it is cost effective to 

do so.” 

5. In accordance with the above rule, on May 15, 2000, the Company filed a 

proposed transportation service tariff, as a part of its request for a general rate 

increase. In addition to various tariff changes to modify the administrative 

procedures for its large volume transportation customers, the Company proposed 

a new Transportation Aggregation Service open to all non-residential customers 

regardless of consumption levels. Customers electing the proposed 

Transportation Aggregation Service would be required to enter into an approved 

aggregation pool, and to select from a list of qualified Pool Managers. By Order 

No. PSC-00-2263-FOF-GU, issued on November 28, 2000, the Commission 

approved the Company’s proposals, with an effective date of March 2001. 

6.  Included in its general rate filing, the Company requested and ultimately received 

Commission approval to recover the projected recurrinq costs associated with 

administering the expanded transportation programs required under Rule 25- 

7.0335, F.A.C. The Company did not, however, propose to recover non-recurring 

program costs in its base rates. At the time of the rate proceeding many of these 

non-recurring costs (program design consulting fees, computer software 

modifications, etc.) were unknown and impossible to quantify with certainty. The 
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Company proposed to defer the non-recurring costs necessary to develop and 

implement the transportation program for recovery subject to Commission 

authorization in a future filing. 

7. The Commission agreed with the Company’s position on its non-recurring 

transportation costs. In Order No. PSC-2263-FOF-GU, the Commission noted on 

page 11: 

“While a transportation cost recovery mechanism is appropriate for the 
recovery of non-recurring costs related to transportation service, such 
costs should be recovered from all non-residential customers except for 
special contract customers, not just from the transportation-only 
customers. We approve of the concept of a recovery clause, but the 
specifics regarding how the costs should be recovered from the rate 
classes and the level of costs to be recovered should be addressed in a 
subsequent proceeding.” 

8. The Commission reaffirmed its recognition of the need for the Company to 

recover non-recurring costs in support of its expanded transportation offerings in 

Order No. PSC-O1-0304-TRF-GU, issued February 5, 2001. In that Order, the 

Commission authorized Transportation Cost Recovery (TCR) factors which 

modified the Company’s PGA billing rates for certain non-residential customers. 

The TCR factors approved in this proceeding were designed to recoup projected 

under-recovered PGA gas fuel costs from customers who received sales service 

in 2000 (purchasing gas directly from the Company) and then elected to convert 

to transportation service in 2001 and began purchasing gas from a third party 

supplier. Absent the TCR mechanism, the customers converting to transportation 

service would have escaped paying their share of the under-recovered PGA 

costs. In this circumstance the under-recovered PGA costs would have been 

inappropriately allocated to the remaining sales customers. The original TCR 

factors approved in the above Order, based on projected costs, were modified to 

reflect actual PGA under-recovery costs in Commission Order No. PSC-01-0568- 

TRF-GU, issued March 12, 2001. The PGA related TCR factors expired on 

January 1,2002. 
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9. On November 14, 2001, the Company filed a petition seeking authorization to 

establish TCR factors for the recovery of certain non-recurring costs associated 

with the development and implementation of transportation programs under Rule 

25.7.0335. In its petition, the Company identified $164,922 of incurred expenses 

recorded in a deferred debit account at the date of the petition. An additional 

$175,000 in costs was projected through the end of 2002. The Company 

proposed to establish TCR factors applicable to the Energy Charge (per therm 

variable rate) of certain rate schedules for non-residential customers which would 

recover a total of $339,922 over a two-year period. The TCR factors for each 

applicable rate class were derived based on the methodology used in the 

Commission’s Natural Gas Conservation Cost Recovery program. The 

Commission approved the Company‘s TCR factors in Order No. PSC-02-0110- 

TRF-GU, issued on January 24, 2002, subject to true-up at the end of the 

collection period. 

On February 4, 2004, the Company filed a petition proposing to true-up the cost 

recovery authorized in Order No. PSC-02-01 IO-TRF-GU. The Company under- 

recovered the actual costs (including interest) to comply with rule 25-7.0335 by 

$7.00. In Order No. PSC-04-0403-TRF-GU, issued April 2004, the Commission 

authorized the Company to charge its Operation Balancing Account for the 

amount of the under-recovery and eliminate the TCR factors. The Operational 

Balancing Account, authorized by the Commission in Order No. PSC-OO-2263- 

FOF-GU, replaced the PGA account and was designed to account for onqoing 

transactions with marketers (imbalance resolution, etc.) subsequent to the 

Company’s exit of the merchant function. 

Transitional Transportation Service Proqram Overview - Phase One 

11. In March 2001, when the Company implemented the expanded transportation 

service programs required in Rule 25-7.0335, F.A.C., thirty-five (35) large volume 

(>200,000 annual therms) industrial customers were transporting. The new 

aggregated transportation service program provided transportation access to any 
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non-residential customer. Response to the Company’s transportation programs 

exceeded expectations. By the end of 2001, over 400 (approximately 40%) of the 

Company’s non-residential customers were transporting, representing 

approximately 96% of the total system throughput. The remaining sales 

customers consisted of approximately 9,500 residential and small volume 
commercial accounts. The annual fuel requirements of these sales customers 

equaled approximately 3 million therms, less than 4% of the Company’s total 

throughput. 

12. The Company projected that gas costs, reflected in its Purchase Gas Adjustment 
(PGA) rate, for the remaining, primarily residential, sales customers would 

dramatically increase as a result of its implementation of Rule 25-7.0335, F.A.C. 

The cost increases were forecast, in part, based on the relatively small quantity 

of gas the Company would be purchasing for its sales customers. In addition, the 

allocation of interstate pipeline capacity costs was of significant concern. 

Historically, the cost of pipeline capacity was allocated to customers through 

the Commission’s PGA cost recovery procedures. As large volume industrial 

customers migrated to transportation, the Company had traditionally assigned 

capacity to the transporting customers based on their average monthly load 

requirements. This allocation method appropriately assigned the majority of the 

costs for capacity held for seasonal peaking and system growth to the residential 

and small commercial sales customers through the PGA. However, as virtually all 

of the Company’s industrial customers and hundreds of smaller volume 

commercial customers migrated to transportation, the cost for peaking and 

growth capacity would be recovered primarily from the remaining residential 

sales customers. Under these circumstances, the Company recognized that it 

would become increasingly difficult to keep fuel rates competitive for its sales 

customers. 

13. To address the projected cost escalation for non-transporting customers, the 

Company, on March 28, 2002, filed a petition with the Commission to establish a 

three-phase Transitional Transportation Service (TTS) Program. Under the lTS 
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program all remaining sales customers would be transferred to transportation 

service, the interstate pipeline capacity allocation method would be revised, and 

the Company would exit the retail gas sales merchant function. In Phase One of 

the lTS Program the Company proposed to select, through competitive bid, one 

third party gas marketer to serve as the Pool Manager for all TTS customers. The 

TTS Pool Manager would operate under contract with the Company and in 

accordance with the Company’s applicable tariff provisions. The contract would 

be subject to Company audit and the general oversight of the Commission. 

Customers would be offered periodic opportunities to elect a fixed price option 

during Phase One. Pipeline capacity would be allocated based on a proposed 

tariff methodology that equitably spread the capacity held for system peaking and 

growth over all customers. In Phase Two the Company would, through 

competitive bid, select two Pool Managers. Initially, Phase Two customers would 

be randomly and equally distributed to each Pool Manager. At prescribed 

intervals customers would be able to switch Pool Managers and select from 

multiple pricing options. Phase Three would enable all customers to select from 

any of the Company’s authorized Pool Managers. Customers would be free to 

negotiate services, terms and pricing from the Pool Manager of their choice. 

14. By Order No. PSC-O2-1646-TRF-GU, issued on November 25, 2002, the 

Commission authorized the implementation of Phase One of the Company’s TTS 

program. The program was approved as an experimental and transitional pilot 

program under Section 366.075, Florida Statutes, with an effective date of 

November 5, 2002. The Commission ordered that any substantive change to the 

program, including proceeding to Phase Two, would require affirmative action on 

the part of the Commission. Under Phase One, the Company assigned 9,587 

residential and 552 small commercial customers to Infinite Energy, the gas 

marketer selected to manage the TTS customer pool during Phase One. The 

Company recovered its recurring administrative costs for Phase One through an 

increase in its monthly Customer Charge for the respective rate classes 

transferred to the TTS program (at the time of the transfer of all customers to 

transportation service the Company’s tariff included a higher Customer Charge 
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for transportation customers than sales customers). In addition, the Commission 

authorized the Company to collect a Customer Account Administrative Charge of 

$2.00 per bill from the TTS Pool Manager and any other marketer for which the 

Company provided billing and collection services. 

15. Shortly after the TTS program was implemented, the Company received inquiries 
from a few very low use residential customers concerning their overall program 

savings. The Company worked with Commission staff to evaluate both current 

and projected savings for all TTS pool customers. Based on the analysis, it 

appeared that customers with one or two low-use appliances were not benefiting 

from the program. By petition filed with the Commission on May 16, 2003, the 

Company proposed to restructure its smallest volume rate class (0 to 500 annual 

therms) into three new rate classes, with lower monthly Customer Charges for 

the two smallest volume classes. The proposed rates reduced customer costs by 

approximately $298,000 per year. The Commission authorized the new rates and 

classifications, effective July 15, 2003 by Order No. PSC-03-0890-TRF-GU, 

issued on August 4, 2003. The restructured rates were designed to achieve an 

appropriate overall balance of Company revenues with TTS Phase One 

implementation costs, and to better ensure that all customers receive 

proportionate and immediate benefits from the program. 

16. The Commission’s November 2002 Order authorizing Phase One of the TTS 

Program required the Company to report on the results of the program at the end 

of each of the first two years of implementation. The Company provided its first 

annual report to the Commission in February 2004. The second annual report 

was submitted in February 2005. These reports provide an historical overview of 

program implementation, detailed descriptions of transition activities and 

estimates of customer savings. 

17. In August 2004, the Company filed a petition with the Commission requesting 

authority to restructure its rates and move toward a Straight Fixed Variable rate 

design. Included in the Company’s petition was a request to recognize Third 
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Party Marketers (gas suppliers) as customers. The Company proposed to 

allocate certain recurring costs to the Third Party Marketers (TPM) relative to the 

metering data and transportation administration services provided by the 
Company. In its cost of service study, the Company allocated costs to two 

categories of TPM, those that utilize the Company’s billing service and those that 

do not. In its petition, the Company proposed to discontinue its existing $2.00 per 

bill Customer Account Administrative Service fee and institute a new Third Party 

Marketer-1 rate schedule (TPM-1, with billing services). A new TPM-2 rate 

schedule (without billing services) was also proposed. The monthly fee to recover 

the billing and collection costs under the TPM-1 rate schedule was proposed at 

$100 per month per TPM and $3.00 per bill. The TPM-2 rate was set at $172.50 

per month per TPM. The Commission approved the TPM rate classes and rates 

in Order No. PSC-05-0208-PAA-GU, issued on February 22, 2005. It should be 

noted that the Commission approved a name change for both rate schedules as 

part of the Company’s Phase Two implementation request discussed below. 

Commission Order No. PSC-07-0427-TRF-GU, authorized renaming the TPM-1 

rate schedule to Shipper Administrative and Billing Service (SABS); the TPM-2 

rate schedule was renamed the Shipper Administrative Service (SAS). There 

was no change in the billing rates. 

Transitional Transportation Service Proqram Overview - Phase Two 

18. On October I O ,  2006, the Company filed a petition requesting authorization from 

the Commission to implement Phase Two of its U S  Program. Several factors 

encouraged the Company to move to Phase Two. During the four years of Phase 

One operations, the Company gained significant experience and insight in the 

day-to-day operation of a transportation service environment. Over this period, 

the Company received numerous requests from residential consumers for 

expansion of the program to include additional pricing options from more than 

one marketer. The Company had received no requests from customers to return 

to merchant sales service. Several gas marketers had expressed interest in 

bidding to become a Phase Two US shipper and had indicated their ability to 
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provided expanded pricing options to consumers. Finally, consumers were 

saving money through the program. The Company’s petition (Appendix A) 

included a comparison of fuel prices under 7TS Phase One to the Company’s 

PGA rates for a two-year period prior to phase One implementation using the 

monthly NYMEX settle price as a baseline index. The results indicated a 

substantial savings for TTS consumers. The Company also believed that the TTS 
program monthly index pricing was sending timely market price signals to the 

Company’s TTS Program customers. In the past, the Company’s PGA pricing 

frequently reflected over or under recovered costs from prior periods that resulted 

in monthly prices that varied significantly from the market price for natural gas. 

19. In Phase Two the Company proposed to retain two gas marketing firms (7TS 
Shippers) through a competitive bid process. In January 2007, the Company 

issued an RFP to conditionally select the 7TS Shippers, subject to Commission 

approval of Phase Two. The Company ultimately selected Infinite Energy and 

Florida Natural Gas (a division of Southstar Energy Services) as the TTS 
Shippers. In the Company’s petition it proposed an initial division of the existing 

7TS consumers, on a random and equitable basis, between the T S  Shippers. 

Any new consumer additions would be equitably assigned to the lTS Shippers. 

Both Shippers would initially serve consumers under a Standard Price Option. 

The Standard Price Option would be identical for all consumers, regardless of 

their assigned TTS Shipper. The Company’s 7TS Shipper Agreement would 

identlfy the price point (commodity index, interstate capacity cost pass-through, 

imbalance resolution, margin, etc.) for the Standard Price Option. Between six 

and twelve months following Phase Two implementation, the Company would 

administer an Open Enrollment Period wherein consumers could change 

Shippers or select from various pricing options offered by each Shipper. The 

Company would provide each lTS Shipper the opportunity to promote their 

respective capabilities, various pricing options or other factors that would 

influence customer choice, to all 7T.S customers during an Open Enrollment 

Period of approximately thirty (30) days duration. The Company would administer 

the open enrollment process and mail the T S  Shipper‘s solicitation materials to 
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all lTS customers. Customers changing their lTS Shipper or selecting a new 

pricing option (fixed price or a change in index, etc.) would respond in writing to 

the Company. Company personnel would process all consumer selections. 

Those consumers not responding would receive the standard price option from 

their selected TTS Shipper. The Company would administer an open enrollment 

process as described above on at least an annual basis throughout the period 

Phase Two is effect, In all other respects, Phase Two of the -ITS Program would 

operate in the same manner as approved by the Commission for Phase One. 

20. In Order No. PSC-07-0427-TRF-GU, issued on May 15, 2007, the Commission 

authorized the Company to proceed to Phase Two of its TTS Program on an 

experimental, pilot basis. On July 1, 2007, the Company equitably divided its 

existing TTS consumers, both active and inactive accounts, (15,763 residential 

and 682 non-residential consumers) between the two TTS Shippers and initiated 

the Phase Two program. The Company notified all lTS consumers by mail that 

Phase Two had been approved by the Commission, the initial consumer 

assignment between the selected TTS Shippers was effective in the July 2007 

billing month and that an Open Enrollment Period would occur in the near future. 

Over the first several months of the program the Company worked to ensure its 

back office functions and Customer Information System (CIS) were adequately 

supporting Phase Two implementation. 

21. As noted above, the Company’s Phase Two program design included an Open 

Enrollment Period where consumers could change lTS Shippers or pricing 

options. During the latter part of 2007, the Company consulted with the lTS 
Shippers on the pricing options the Shipper‘s intended to offer during the first 

Open Enrollment Period. Each TTS Shipper proposed to include over a dozen 

pricing options. Due to the limitations of the Company’s CIS, each Shipper was 

required to significantly reduce their pricing options to a manageable number. 

The Company was able to mod* its CIS to enable consumers to select from an 

expanded, but limited, menu of gas supply pricing options. On January 17, 2008, 

the Company sent a letter to all lTS consumers providing a preliminary overview 
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of the open enrollment period scheduled to begin the following month. On 

February 11, 2008, the Company sent a second letter to TTS consumers 

announcing the initial Phase Two Open Enrollment Period would continue 

through March 10, 2008. Included with the open enrollment letter was 

information on each TTS Shipper and the Shipper’s available pricing options. 

Approximately 15% (2008 consumers) of the active TTS consumers elected to 

either change TTS Shippers or select a pricing option other than the Standard 

Price Option. On April 1, 2008 the consumer choices from the Open Enrollment 

Period were activated in the Company’s billing system. The Company continued 

to receive inquiries (approximately 200) from consumers after the open 

enrollment period ended. Only two consumers that selected an alternative pricing 

option during the Open Enrollment Period have requested to return to the 

Standard Price Option. 

22. In addition to approving Phase Two of the Company’s TTS program, Commission 

Order No. PSC-07-0427-TRF-GU also approved an experimental fixed rate 

option for TTS Program participants in several small volume rate classes. The 

affected rate schedules (FTS-A, FTS-B, FTS-1, FTS-2 and FTS-3) include both 

residential and commercial consumers using less than 10,000 therms per year. 

The optional fixed charge rates eliminate the variable per therm usage charge 

and recover all costs through a fixed monthly transportation charge. The fixed 

rate for each respective class is derived from the revenue requirements approved 

for the class in Commission Order No. PSC-05-0208-PAA-GU, issued February 

5, 2005. On January 17, 2008 the Company sent a letter to all existing lTS 
consumers offering the experimental fixed rate option. A total of 560 consumers 

selected the experimental fixed rate. 

Other Commission Approved TCR Mechanisms 

23. In addition to the Company’s 2002 TCR mechanism described above, the 

Commission has previously approved transportation cost recovery factors for 
Peoples Gas System (Order No. PSC-00-1814-TRF-GU, issued October 4, 
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2000); Florida Public Utilities Company (Order No. PSC-01-1963-TRF-GU, 

issued October 1, 2001) and lndiantown Gas Company (Order No. 03-1109- 

PAA-GU, issued October 6,2003). 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

24. The Company has incurred certain incremental non-recurring costs to implement 

Phase Two of its TTS Program and provide expanded fuel service options to its 

TTS consumers. Incurred expenses include i) modifications to the Company’s 

computerized Customer Information System (CIS), ii) legal costs to ensure the 

capacity release and pricing requirements in Phase Two were not in conflict with 

FERC or anti-trust rules, iii) forms, duplicating, processing and postage of the 

initial Open Enrollment Period and iv) consulting support for tariff and procedure 

development. These expenses are detailed in Exhibit A to this petition. The 

Company is seeking recovery of $77,980 in current expenses incurred from May 

1, 2007 through June 30, 2008. The Company’s actual expenses to date have 

been recorded in a deferred debit account, pending Commission authorization for 

their recovery. 

25. The Company also projects that it will incur additional non-recurring expenses to 

further modfy its CIS and automate several manual TTS processes, restructure 

certain back office processes to streamline and improve the distribution of usage 

data for TTS Shippers, and to provide one additional consumer education effort 

during the 2009 open enrollment period. The Company implemented Phase Two 

with the knowledge that its current CIS was not programmed to handle many of 

the processes required to administer a multiple Shipper, multiple pricing option 

ITS program. The Company completed the basic CIS modifications necessary to 

allow Phase Two to begin and instituted manual procedures to provide additional 

support. The Company’s intent was to operate Phase Two for several months to 

identify real, rather than perceived, additional modifications to its CIS. The 

Company also projects expenses for consulting assistance related to the 

development of CIS and other back ofice procedures as well as a similar level of 
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expenses for the 2009 Open Enrollment Period as were incurred in 2008. The 

Company projects that it will incur approximately $1 00,000 in non-recurring 

Phase Two expenses from July 1, 2008 through May 31, 2009 (the end of the 

2009 open enrollment processing). These expenses are detailed in Exhibit A to 

this petition. 

26. The Company proposes to recover expenses through the TCR mechanism 
totaling approximately $177,980 ($77,980 in actual expenses and $100,000 in 

projected expenses), plus interest and regulatory assessment fees. Interest 

expense would be calculated monthly beginning with the first month in which 

incurred expenses were deferred for recovery, May 2007. The monthly interest 

rate would be the rate approved in the Commission’s ongoing ECCR and PGA 

cost recovery dockets for the applicable months. The Company proposes to 

recover these expenses over a twelve (12) month period, beginning on first day 

of the month following the issuance date of the Commission’s Consummating 

Order in this proceeding. The recovery of both actual and projected expenses will 

enable the Company to appropriately recover its non-recurring costs to 

implement Phase Two of the TTS program. The recovery of projected expenses 

is consistent with Commission practice in approving the Company’s Phase One 

TCR mechanism in Order No. PSC-02-011O-TRF-GU, as well as the Peoples 

Gas System and Florida Public Utilities Company TCR mechanism orders 

described in paragraph 23. 

27. The Company proposes to recover its non-recurring TTS Phase Two program 

costs from the WO TTS Shippers, not individual consumers. As noted above, the 

Company is proposing to recover $177,980, plus interest and regulatory 

assessment fees, from the TCR mechanism. The Company would divide the total 

TCR amount into twelve monthly amounts of approximately $15,300. Exhibit B 

provides a schedule detailing the calculation of the TCR amount. Each month the 

Company would determine the actual number of consumers assigned to each 

TTS Shipper. The Company would allocate the monthly TCR amount between 

the TTS Shippers based on the ratio of consumers in each TTS Shipper’s 
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Consumer Pool for each billing month during the proposed twelve (12) month 

recovery period. For example, if the ratio of consumers between TTS Shippers in 

a given month is 60% to 40%, the monthly TCR amount would be divided on a 

60% to 40% basis to the respective TTS Shippers. During the final month of the 

recovery period, the actual monthly billing amount would be adjusted to recover 

the exact remaining TCR amount. 

28. The Company’s proposed recovery methodology has several advantages over a 
traditional volumetric rate adjustment for individual consumers. It is easier to 

administer for the Company. There is no need to modify the Company’s CIS to 

accommodate a billing surcharge. The Company has an existing billing 

relationship with the TTS Shippers, including a Commission approved rate 

schedule (Shipper Administrative and Billing Service (SABS); Original Sheet No. 

94 in the Company‘s tariff). The Shipper Administration Charge in the SABS rate 

schedule would be adjusted to include the monthly TCR amount. The proposed 

recovery method would account for monthly consumer additions or deletions in 

each TTS Shipper‘s Consumer Pool. There would be no need for a true-up since 

the final TCR amount billed to the TTS Shippers can be adjusted to match actual 

expenses. The Company’s existing TTS Shipper Agreement allows TCR related 

charges to be passed-through to consumers by the TTS Shipper in the TTS 

Shipper’s monthly gas cost rate. The Company routinely monitors and audits 

TTS Shipper billing rates each month to ensure compliance with the pricing 

provisions established in the TTS Shipper Agreements. The Company has in 

place procedures to ensure that the total approved TCR collection amount billed 

to the TTS Shippers by the Company equals the amount billed to consumers by 

the TTS Shippers over the collection period. The Company anticipates that the 

average TTS consumer’s bill will increase approximately $1 .IO per month per 

consumer during the twelve (12) month recovery period (based on a recovery of 

approximately $15,300 per month and approximately 13,847 lTS consumers, as 

of June 2008). 
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29. The Company submits that the TCR factors proposed herein are fair, and 

reasonably designed to recover the incremental non-recurring costs associated 

with implementing Phase Two of the Company’s TTS Program. 

NEW TARIFF SHEET 

30. The Company is submitting with the instant petition (Exhibit C) the proposed new 

tariff sheet that incorporate the proposed factors. A new Original Sheet No. 

103.1, Transportation Cost Recovery Adjustment, would be added to the Monthly 

Rate Adjustment rate schedule section of the Company’s approved tariff. 

WHEREFORE, the Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation requests that 

the Commission grant this petition and approve the accompanying proposed TCR 

factors and new tariff sheet, to become effective as of the first day of the month 

following the issue date of the Commission’s Consummating Order in this proceeding. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Of Counsel 
Akerman Senterfitt 
106 East College Avenue, Suite 1200 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
(850) 224-9634 (telephone) 
(850) 222-0103 (fax) 

Attorneys for Petitioner 
Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 
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Exhibit A 

Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 
Petition for Approval of Transportation Cost Recovery Factors 

Actual and Projected TTS Program Phase Two Implementation Costs 



Exhibit A 

Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 
Transportation Cost Recovery Petition 

Actual and Projected TTS Program Phase Two Implementation Costs 

Actual Costs Incurred Mav 2007 throuah June 2008: $77,980.60 

ComDuter Prosramming Services: $1 3,274.39 

The Company contracted for several modifications to its UtiliCis Customer 
Information System. The modifications accommodated the addition of a second 
TTS Shipper and supported billing functions that enabled consumers to select 
from an expanded, but limited, menu of gas supply pricing options. The principal 
billing related modifications included adding a new receivable module for the 
second TTS Shipper and the expansion of various rate tables, adjustment codes 
and tax calculation fields. Various data reporting capabilities were expanded to 
provide enhanced information on gas usage to l-rS Shippers (for imbalance 
resolution purposes). In addition, reports required to track payment status, bad 
debt and the transfer of consumers between Shippers were improved. 

Consultant Fees: $9,715.00 

The Company contracted for consulting services to assist in the development of 
CIS and other back office procedural modifications related to Phase Two 
implementation. The consultant also provided assistance in staff training on tariff 
and program procedural issues, the design of the Open Enrollment process and 
worked with Shippers on a variety of program implementation issues. 

Leqal Fees: $6,825.00 

Prior to implementing Phase Two, the Company sought legal counsel to clarify 
several Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) rules and policies 
related to the release of interstate pipeline capacity and the applicability of the 
Hinshaw provisions related to the Phase Two program design. 

2008 ODen Enrollment Forms, DuDlication, Mail Processina. Postaqe: $48,166.21 

The Company contracted with a third party mail house to duplicate and process 
for mailing the various Phase Two program educational materials, selection 
forms and TTS Shipper pricing descriptions provided to consumers. Three 
separate mailings to over 15,000 consumers were handled by the mail house. 



Exhibit A 

Proiected Costs Incurred July 2008 throuah Mav 2009: $100,000 

Computer Proqramminq Services: $25,000 

As noted in the paragraph 24 of the Company’s petition, relatively minor 
modifications were undertaken to the Company’s CIS prior to implementing 
Phase Two of the TTS Program. Only those modifications necessary to add an 
additional TTS Shipper and a limited number of pricing options were included. 
The Company has operated with multiple Shippers under Phase Two for over a 
year; including the past five months with multiple pricing options. Several 
additional CIS modifications are needed to: 

Expand consumer pricing options. The TTS Shipper’s offered over a 
dozen different pricing programs (various fixed price terms, senior citizen 
pricing, etc.). At this time the Company is not able to fully accommodate 
the available options. 
Improve reporting functions. One of the key elements in reducing 
consumer gas supply costs is the reduction in imbalance resolution costs. 
Providing more timely usage data would enable Shippers to better 
manage imbalances. 
Reduce the hand keying required to set up a rate field. The process in the 
current system is complex and requires manual, repetitive keying of rates 
to ensure the correct factors are picked up across all system modules. 
Eliminate the manual processing required to final bill a consumer prior to 
setting up a new consumer at the same location with a TTS Shipper. 
Automate the process of assigning consumers between TTS Shippers at 
the time of initial account processing or order completion. 

Consultant Fees: $22,500 

The Company plans to contract for consulting services to assist in the 
development of the above CIS enhancements and other back office procedural 
modifications related to Phase Two implementation. The consultant would also 
continue to provided staff training on program procedural issues and work with 
TTS Shippers on a variety of program implementation issues. Of primary concem 
is the development of data reporting procedures that would result in imbalance 
and Alert Day cost reductions for members of the ‘TTS Consumer Pool. 

Leaal Fees: $2,500 

Legal expenses incurred to file the Phase Two TCR mechanism petition. 

2 
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2009 Onen Enrollment Forms. Duplication. Mail Processina. Postage: $50,000 

The Company intends that its 2009 Open Enrollment process will be similar to 
the process followed in 2008. It is anticipated that three mailings to inform 
consumers and facilitate Shipper and pricing option selections will occur in 2009. 
The Company would again contract with a third party mail house to duplicate, 
process and mail the various Open Enrollment educational materials, selection 
forms and lTS Shipper pricing descriptions. It is expected that the cost for this 
service in 2009 will be approximately equal to the 2008 cost. 

3 
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Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 
Petition for Approval of Transportation Cost Recovery Factors 

Calculation of TCR True-up with Interest 



DEC 1 Z W 7  

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN Jut AUG SEP OCT NOV 

TCR REVENUES BILLED xJ.W WM, w.w so.w $0.02 so.00 s0.w L0.w W.W w.w 
TCR EXPENSES INCURRED s0.W S0.M w,oo s0.W W.725.W $0.03 S2,lW.M 51243.75 $5,187.50 
REG. ASSESSMEKT FACTOR 1.WsoJ 1 . m 3  1.W603 1 . W W  1.MW 1.W503 1.w503 1 , m 3  1 . W  1 .w 
TCR RECOVERABLE EXPENSE J0,W 30.00 w.w I0.w 54,748.77 S0,OO 52,110.58 51,350.51 $5,213,59 

($50 901 (872 98) 

so.W TOTAL NET TRUE-UP S0.W so.00 $0.03 W 7 5 9  171 15 4,780081 116. 916221 I$ 8,301081 1513,563161 

TRUE-UP THIS PERIOD S0.M 1o.w w.00 !€.W W748771 s0.W 182,110561 (81.35051) (85,213591 ($76257) ($2,10428) ($2,90577) 

INTEREST EXPENSE w.00 I0.W S0.W W.03 (51041) 1$20901 1825 58) ($34 35) 1848 49) 15% 77) 

TRUEYP 6 INTER. mov, 
BEGINNING OF MONTH so,w w.w w.w S0.W S0.W 184759171 ($4780081 156.918221 118,301 081 151356318) ($14,382501 [$16,54768) 



Exhlbll E P.O.2 ot e 

1007 

EREST PROVISION JAN FEE MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

:INNING TRUE-UP WOO sow ww so 00 Sow (54759l7) ~ ? 8 0 0 8 )  (5691622) ($8301 08) (51356316) ( 5 ~ 3 8 2 ~ 1 1  ~ $ i s w e t  

DING TRUE-UP BEFORE 
EREST so 00 ww 6000 $0 w 1 ~ ~ 7 4 . 3 7 7 1  15 4,759 17) ($6 690641 ($8, 266731 1813,51467i m 4 m i 3 1  i$i6,4ffi781 1019,4528~ 

TAL BEGINNING& 
DING TRUE-UP w.w IK1.W g0.W $0.00 (54,748771 (59,518351 (s i i ,670711 ~ ~ 5 , 1 8 2 9 4 1  1 w a i 5 7 5 1  ($27,aa890) (530,ffi9271 ($s ,ow~:  

sD.W 7,591 471 1$i0,907871 1 5 1 3 , ~ 4 4 5 )  1$?5,43&11 i $ ia ,ow2;  i~ a TIMES 50%) $000 S0,W w.w 152,374381 154 759171 (5 5,835361 is 

ER. RATE - 1ST DAY 
REPORTING MONTH 5 270% 5.280% 5.260% 5 2&0% 5.28Mb 5 . 2 "  5 . m  5.240% 5 620% 5.050% 4.720% 4.750' 

SUBSEOUENT MONTH 5.250% 5.280% 5,26096 5.280% 5.280% 5.ZBoU 5.240% 5.620% 5.053% 4,720% 4 . 7 m  4.0" 

TAL(SUMLlNES5861 10.53% 10.52% 10.52% 10.52% 10.52% 10.54% 10.52% 10,88% 10,67% 8.77% 8.47% 8.73: 

5 INTEREST RATE 

%AGE TRUE-UP 

'ER, RATE. 1ST DAY 

i E  7 TIMES 50%) 5.27% 5.28% 5.2BX 5.2896 5.28% 5 27% 5.28% 5.43% 5,%% 4 6% 4.74% 4.875 

'NTHLY AVO 
EREST RATE 0 44% O,U% 0.44% 0,44% 0.44% 0.44% 0.44% 0.45% 0.44% 041% 0 . W  0.4V 

'EREST PROVISION 
1E 4 TIMES LINE 9) $0 W J0.W J0.00 J0.W 151041) 1520 90) ~$25.581 1534.351 1548 491 1556 771 1sMi 901 1572 9t 



-4 1008 

JAN FEQ MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 

SLOW TCR REVENUES BILLED W.00 50.03 W.W S0.W W,OO W.W 50.00 W W  I0.W 

TCREXPENSES INCURRED 513.877 75 $16.782.75 118,485.72 62.537.50 W,DO $7,177.50 8 , 3 g o W  sB,wO.W W.wO.W 8.My1.00 s6,wO.W 57,w0.W 
REG, ASSESSMENTFACTOR l.WsO3 1.00503 1.WM3 l.WS03 1.W503 1.00503 1.W5.m 1.00503 1.00503 1.W5.m 
TCR RECOVERABLE EXPENSE 513.847.M $18,877.22 518,588.75 12.5M.X I0.W $7.213.60 8.412.09 W.wO.18 M,OJO.lB 8,OJOlB 

l .WM3 

TRUE-UP THIS PERIOD (513,947 561 (516 877 22) (516.588 751 (52,550 26) W.W 157,21350) (96,472091 196,030 181 ($6,030 161 (96,030 16) (56.030 161 [5703521) 

INTEREST EXPENSE ($14451) l$150561 I5162301 1519863) I5194801 (5186111 (5202761 (5216061 15233731 15246781 (525965) (5274W) 

TRUE-UPS INTER PROV. 
BEGINNING OF MONTH 1519.52563) (533,617951 1550,545831 (559.415881 (872,165981 (572360761 (579.762491 (p86,37135) ($92,62559) ($96,88949) ($1G5.166451 (5111,45648) 

TOTAL NET TRUE-UP 1533,617 951 IS  0,645631 1569415681 1572,165981 (572,360761 1579762491 1586,377 351 1592625591 1598.689491 15105,166451 



INTEREST PROVISION JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT 

BEGINNING TRUE-UP (536073511 1550185631 (86719351) 1585964561 (58871366) ($8890846) 1596310171 (5402925031 (510917327) 1511543718) (SI21 71413) ($12800416) 

7,042851 1585,782261 1588.514821 1588,713661 15C+%l22061 15102,722261 1$108,955211 15115,203451 I5121 467361 15127,744311 1350 937 
ENDING TRUEdP BEFORE 
INTEREST 1$50.021 Db1 I* 3 
TOTAL BEGINNING b. 
ENDING TRUEAJP (%E60094571 ($117208481 ($152975771 ($17447338) (5111427311 151850S0521 ($19303244) ($211 88024) ($22437672) 1523590453) (524945844) 1528304354] 

AVERAQE TRUEYP 
(LINE 3 TIMES 50%) 1843047 291 1558.604 241 1578,487 891 ($87 239691 (W 8.713661 1592,515261 1$99,516221 ($105,940.121 (5112,188361 ($118,45227) 

OF REPORTING MONTH 4.880% 3 . m  3.080% 2.830% 2.840% 2.430% 2.450% 2.440% 2.500% 2.500% 

OF SUBSEQUENT MONTH 3.080% 3.060% 2.83m 2.640% 2.43wL 2 . W %  2.440% 2.500% 2.m% 2.500% 

TOTAL [SUM LINES 5 6 0) B.W% 6.17% 5 72% 5.47% 5.27% 4.88% 4.89% 4.84% 5.00% 5 . m  5.00% 

(LINE 7 TIMES 50%) 4.03% 3.M% 2.88% 2.74% 2.84% 2.44% 2.45% 2.47% 2.50% 2.3% 2m 

INTER RATE. fST DAY 

INTER, RATE. 1ST DAY 

AVG INTERESTRATE 

MONTHLY AVO 
INTEREST RATE 0.345 0.28% 0.24% 0.23% 0.22% 0,lW 0.10% 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 

IMEREST PROVISION 
(LINE 4 TIMES LINE 8) 15144 571 15150661 15182301 15198831 1$1% 801 15188111 15202 761 15218 061 15233 131 ($246 781 152259 851 

L I 



I P . p . S d 4  Exhlblt 6 

Flollda DlviSlOn Or Ch-puke UllllllQ CorporNIa 
T,"panmon c a t  R n o w  P.tlU0" 

C.ISYUIO~ m TCR TWUP with I ~ M I  

2wo 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JJN JUL W G  SEP OCT N W  DEC 

TCR REVENUES BILLED $15.SX.W $1 5.3m.W S15.3m.W (15.3m.W S15,3w.W S15.3W.W S15.3m.W $15,3W.W S15.3W.W S15,3w.W 115.300.W $15,423.91 

TCR EXPENSES INCURRED 315,0W,W $17,820 W $M.W0,00 $7,sW.W S2.5M.W J0.W 50.W $0.00 W.W 50.W 50.W 50.00 
REG. ASSESSMENT FACTOR 1 . W 3  (.OD533 l.WY)3 1.W503 1.W503 l,W5D3 1.W503 1.00503 l .WM3 1.03503 1,o0505 1.00503 
TCR RECOVERABLE EXPENSE $15,07545 $17,708.63 $2O,lW.BO $7,537.73 $2,512.58 50.00 50.W $om W.W $0 W 50.W SOW 

TRUE-UP THIS PERIOD 5224,s (52.40863) ($460060) $7,782.28 512,787.43 f15.300.W 115.3W.W S15.3m.W 515.3W.W 115.3m.W $15.3m.M $15,42381 

INTERESl EXPENSE (5247 19) (524998) ($258.02) ($255 471 15234 591 (5205 821 ($174 38) (5142 67) 15111 29) ($79 651 1947 94) 1516031 

TRUE-UP a INTER. PROV. 
BEGINNING OF MONTH (5118.7657Qj (5118,786341 l$121.446951 (S126.50557J ($118,99816) (5106,44593) ($91 351 76) 1576.226 13) (561,06900) ($45.880291 (53065994) ($15.40787) 

TOTAL NET TRUEJJP 15118,788341 18121,445951 15126,W5571 15116,998761 15106,445931 ($91,351 761 (576,226 131 i§6 1,069001 (Gd 5,880291 1530,659941 1515.407871 W.W 



VTEREST PROVISION JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

IEGlNNlNG TRUEUP lSt1816570) 18118,78634) 1$121,44695) ($126,505 571 l$116,998761 ($10644593) ($91,351 76) 1976,225 131 181.069W) 1845,880291 ($30,659941 ($154078 

iNDlNG TRUE-UP BEFORE 
YTEREST 11118,541 151 1$121.195971 15126,247551 15118,743291 18106,211 341 1891.145931 1876,051 761 1$60,926131 ($4 5.769 W! 1$30,580291 iM5.359941 SlB,O, 

'OTAL BEGINNING 6 
iNDlNG TRUE-UP 11237,306841 ($239,98531) 19241,69451) 15245,24885) ($225210 10) ($197.591 861 10167,40351) is137 152271 l$106.638001 ($76,46058) 1W.01987) ($15.391 8. 

MEWAGE TRUEUP 
LINE 3 TIMES 50%) 19118,653421 ($1 19,992 661 15123,847 251 18122,624 431 lS112.605 051 lS96.795 931 183.701 761 1$68,576 131 (153.419 Wl 1138,230291 1$23,W9 941 1$ 7,695 9 

YTER. PAT€. 1 ST DAY 
>F REPORTING MONTH 2.5€m% 2.500% 2 5w% 2 . 5 W  2.- 2.500% 2.500% 2 . m %  2.5W% 2 . m  2 . m  2.500' 

IF SUBSEQUENT MONTH 2.500% 2.500% 2.500% 2.500% Z,MY)% 2 . m %  2.500% Z . W %  2,Mo% 2 . m  2.500% 2 5w' 

'OTAL (SUM LINES 5 & 6) 5.0% 5.W% 5.00% 500% 5.M% 5.W% 5.W% 5.00% 5.W% 5.W% 5 00% 5.W' 

LINE 7 TIMES 50%) 2,sML 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.505 

YTEREST RATE 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 0.21% 0.2191 0.21% 0.21% 0.21' 

YTER. PATE - 1 ST DAY 

iVG INTEREST @ATE 

dONTHLY AVG 

YTEREST PROVISION 
LINE 4 TIMES LINE 8) 11247 191 15249 98) 18258 021 ($255 471 1$224 591 I9205 821 18174381 1$142 871 10111 291 1879 651 1547 941 19160: 
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Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 
Petition for Approval of Transportation Cost Recovery Factors 

Tariff Sheet No. 103.1 



Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 
Original Volume No. 4 

Original Sheet No. 103.1 

RATE SCHEDULES 
MONTHLY RATE ADSUSWENTS 

Rate Schedule MFU 

7. TRANSPORTATION COST RECOVERY ADJUSTMENT 

Amlicability : 

All Transitional Transportation Service (TTS) Shippers. 

Commission Order No. PSC-08-xxxx-TRF-GU, authorizes the Company to recover 
certain non-recurring, incremental expenses incurred, or projected to be incurred, in the 
implementation of Phase Two of the Company’s experimental TTS program. A 
Transportation Cost Recovery (TCR) Monthly Rate Adjustment shall be charged to all 
TTS Shippers. Under the provisions of the Company’s TTS Shipper Agreement, the 
charges levied under this TCR adjustment may be passed-through to consumers in the 
TTS Shipper’s monthly gas supply billing charge, subject to audit by the Company. 

Each month during the twelve (12) month TCR period identified in the above 
Commission Order, the Company shall adjust the Shipper Administration Charge in the 
Shipper Administration and Billing Service (SABS) rate schedule by the TCR Monthly 
Rate Adjustment. 

The TCR Monthly Rate Adjustment shall be. determined as follows: 

The TCR amount authorized by the Commission, including applicable interest and 
regulatory assessment fees, shall be divided into twelve (12) approximately equal 
monthly amounts (the Monthly TCR Amount). Each month the Company shall determine 
the number of consumers assigned to each TTS Shipper’s respective Consumer Pool. The 
Company shall prorate each Monthly TCR Amount between TTS Shipper’s based on the 
relative number of consumers in each TTS Shipper’s Consumer Pool. In the final month 
of the recovery period (month twelve), the Company may adjust the Monthly TCR 
Amount (increase or decrease) to ensure that the actual total TCR amount recovered is 
equal to the Company’s actual TCR expenses. For each TTS Shipper, the respective 
Shipper Administration Charge shall be increased by the Monthly TCR Amount. 

’ 

Issued By: John R. Schimkaitis, President Effective: 
Chesapeake Utilities Corporation 




